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Isolated hydrogen atoms absorbed on graphene are predicted to induce magnetic moments. 
Here we demonstrate that the adsorption of a single hydrogen atom on graphene induces a 
magnetic moment characterized by a ~20 meV spin-split state at the Fermi energy. Our 
scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) experiments, complemented by first-principles 
calculations, show that such a spin-polarized state is essentially localized on the carbon 
sublattice complementary to the one where the H atom is chemisorbed. This atomically 
modulated spin-texture, which extends several nanometers away from the H atom, drives the 
direct coupling between the magnetic moments at unusually long distances. Using the STM 
tip to manipulate H atoms with atomic precision, we demonstrate the possibility to tailor the 
magnetism of selected graphene regions. 
 
Adding magnetism to the long list of graphene’s capabilities has been pursued since its discovery 
(1). From a theoretical point of view, inducing magnetic moments in graphene rests on removing 
a single pz orbital from the graphene system; this removal creates a single -state at the Fermi 
energy (EF) around the missing orbital. The double occupation of this state by two electrons with 
different spin is forbidden by the electrostatic Coulomb repulsion, namely, once an electron 
occupies the state, a second one with opposite spin needs to pay an extra energy U. This leaves a 
single electron occupying the state and therefore a net magnetic moment (2-6). The strength of U, 
which determines the spin-splitting, depends on the spatial localization of the state since this 
defines the proximity between the electrons (see Fig. 1A). Contrary to magnetic moments of strong 
localized atomic character commonly found in magnetic materials, these induced moments are 
predicted to extend over several nanometers, anticipating a strong direct coupling between them 
at unusually long distances. The coupling rules between the induced magnetic moments are also 
expected to be simple. Because of  the  bipartite atomic structure of graphene, consisting of two 
equivalent triangular sublattices A and B, and according to Lieb's theorem (7), the ground state of 
the system possesses a total spin given by S=1/2·|NA-NB|, where NA and NB are the number of pz 
orbitals removed from each sublattice (4, 8, 9). Thus, to generate a net magnetic moment in a 
particular graphene region, a different number of pz orbitals from each sublattice needs to be 
locally removed.  
Many theoretical proposals have been put forward in this regard, involving zigzag edges, graphene 
clusters, grain boundaries, and atomic defects (2, 4, 5, 8-11). Experimentally, the removal of pz 
orbitals from the  system has been achieved by randomly creating atomic vacancies or adsorbing 
adatoms (12-16). However, removing those pz orbitals in a controlled manner has turned out to be 
challenging. Here, we rely on the simplest, albeit demanding, experimental approach to remove a 
single pz orbital from the graphene network by the adsorption of a single H atom. Atomic H 
chemisorbs on graphene on top of carbon atoms, changing the initial sp2 hybridization of carbon 
to an essentially sp3 (17, 18) and effectively removing the corresponding pz orbital (4, 19, 20). In 
this sense, chemisorbed H atoms are equivalent to carbon vacancies (4, 12, 14) with the advantage 
that, contrary to vacancies, they leave the graphene atomic lattice with no unsaturated dangling 
bonds, preserving the three-fold symmetry. Our experiments, supported by ab-initio calculations, 
provide a comprehensive picture for the origin, coupling, and manipulation of the magnetism 
induced by H atoms on graphene layers. 
We deposited atomic H on graphene grown on a SiC(000-1) substrate (21). In this system the 
rotational disorder of the graphene layers electronically decouples π bands leading to a stacking of 
essentially isolated graphene sheets (22-24). STM visualizes single H atoms as a bright protrusion 
(~2.5 Å apparent height) surrounded by a complex threefold √3×√3R30° pattern (25, 26) (see Fig. 
1B and Sect. 1 in (27)). The resolution achieved here allows us to identify the adsorbate nature and 
the atomic site -thus the corresponding atomic sublattice- where each H atom is chemisorbed, by 
comparison with density functional theory (DFT) simulated STM images (see Fig. 1D and Sect. 1 
in (27)). As sketched in Fig. 1A, graphene magnetic moments induced by H adsorption should be 
reflected in the appearance of a spin-polarized state at the Fermi energy which, according to DFT 
calculations, is characterized by two narrow peaks in the density of states ( (4) and Fig. 1E). 
Differential conductance spectra (dI/dV) probe the energy-resolved local density of states 
(LDOS(E)) under the tip position and thus is an ideal tool to investigate this central question. 
Figure 1C shows two dI/dV spectra, measured at 5 K, summarizing our findings. dI/dV spectra 
measured on clean graphene, far enough from defects, shows the characteristic featureless “V 
shape” of graphene with a minimum at EF indicating the position of the Dirac point ED. dI/dV 
spectra measured on top of single H atoms reveal the existence of two narrow peaks, one below 
and one above EF, separated in energy by a splitting of ~20 meV. We attribute these two features 
to the spin-polarized state, in which the Coulomb repulsion is large enough to fully separate the 
two spin components. The observed charge neutrality (the splitting is essentially symmetric around 
EF) and the well-defined peak splitting indicates the complete spin-polarization of the state. DFT 
calculations show that the magnetic moment associated with the unpaired electron left over in the 
graphene system after H adsorption would be 1B (see Fig. 7 in (27)) Our interpretation of the 
experiment is fully supported by DFT calculations, as can be seen in Fig. 1E, which shows the 
expected DOS for a single H atom in a 218 carbon atoms graphene super cell. The theoretical 
energy splitting depends on the size of the graphene super cell (5). Our calculations shows that the 
splitting decays with the size of the graphene super cell suggesting a small, but finite, splitting for 
the isolated H (see  Sect. 9 in (27)) in agreement with the experimental observations. 
 Fig. 1. Spin split state induced by atomic H on graphene. (A) Illustration of the origin of the 
spin-split state in terms of its spatial localization, given by the square of its wave function IψI
2
, 
and the corresponding electrostatic Coulomb repulsion U. Arrows indicate the energy position of 
spin-up and spin-down levels. For a fully polarized one-electron state the majority level spin is 
filled and the minority one is empty; therefore n↑=1 and n=0, and the energy splitting (E-E↑) is 
given by U (see Sect. 3 in (27)).  (B) STM topography of a single H atom chemisorbed on neutral 
graphene (0.2V, 0.1nA, 7x7nm
2
). (C) dI/dV spectrum on the H atom, showing the appearance of a 
fully polarized peak at E
F
, and of bare graphene far from the H atom. The spectra were acquired 
at a nominal junction impedance of 2 GΩ (-100 mV, 50 pA). (D, E) DFT simulated STM image 
(D) and DOS (E) of a H atom chemisorbed on neutral graphene. (F) dI/dV spectra and DFT 
calculation of the DOS induced by a single H atom on n- (left panel) and p-type (right panel) doped 
graphene.  The minimum of the dI/dV spectra acquired on bare graphene (black curves) determines 
the position of ED. The spectra were acquired at a nominal junction impedance of 8 GΩ (-400 mV, 
50 pA). STM data were acquired and processed using the WSxM software (36). All simulated 
images are calculated at the same energy as the corresponding experimental one. All experimental 
data were acquired at 5 K. 
An independent proof of the magnetic nature of the dI/dV split-peaks can be obtained by changing 
the occupation of the split states (𝑛↓, 𝑛↑) via graphene-doping. This follows the idea originally 
proposed in Ref. (28), according to which the transition from a magnetic state to a non-magnetic 
one can be realized by tuning the energy position of the impurity level with respect to the Fermi 
level (see Sect.  3a in (27) for a detailed description of this system in terms of the Anderson 
impurity model). In graphene, the impurity level (zero energy mode) should follow the position of 
ED (29) [E↑=ED+U(n - 1/2); E =ED+U(n↑ - ½) ] which can be tuned by doping the graphene 
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layers.  For large enough electron (hole) doping, the occupation of both n↑ and n levels can be 
tuned to 1 (0), in which case the energy levels will be degenerate,  leading to a single non-magnetic 
state close to ED  (E↑ =E ED). In Fig. 1F we show how graphene-doping affects the splitting of 
the H induced magnetic state. Our dI/dV spectra show that both n- and p-type graphene-doping 
cause the splitting of the H induced graphene state to vanish; only one sharp peak appears at ED, 
which we ascribe to a transition to the non-magnetic state. This interpretation is fully supported by 
our DFT calculations for doped graphene layers (Fig. 1F and Sect. 3b in (27)). If the split peaks 
appearing in neutral graphene after H adsorption had an  origin not associated with a magnetic 
moment (i.e. a single electron origin) we  would observe a rigid shift of the peak position with 
doping, the doublet structure remaining unmodified (see Sect. 3 in (27)).  Our results are consistent 
with the case of sp3 defects in graphene, where the possibility to control graphene magnetic 
moments by molecular doping was reported (15). 
     We have explored, with atomic precision, the spatial extension of the spin-polarized electronic 
state induced by H atoms in undoped graphene. The relatively modest 20 meV energy splitting 
observed in our experiments suggests a large spatial extension of the magnetic state (Fig. 1A). 
Figure 2A shows a conductance map vs energy, dI/dV(x, E), measured along the 6 nm line across 
the H atom drawn in Fig. 2B. The state extends several nanometers away from the H atom 
indicating that it is indeed a quasilocalized graphene state (3). It presents strong atomic-scale 
modulations of the peak intensities, with maxima (bright yellow features in the dI/dV map) 
corresponding to C atoms of the opposite sublattice with respect to H chemisorption. On C-sites 
of the same sublattice, the peaks vanish almost completely (see Fig. S11 in (27) for more details). 
Because our results show a complete spin-polarization of the state, the spatial evolution of the 
dI/dV occupied peak height provides the spatial distribution of the local magnetic moment induced 
by H chemisorption (see DFT calculations in Figs. 2, C and D and Sect. 4 in (27)). This is further 
plotted in Fig. 2E, which shows that the magnetic moment is essentially induced on the carbon 
atoms belonging to the graphene sublattice opposite to H adsorption.  
 Fig2. Spatial extension of the spin-polarized electronic state induced by H atoms in undoped 
graphene (A) Conductance map -dI/dV(x, E)- along the dashed line drawn in (B) The spectra were 
acquired at a nominal junction impedance of 3 GΩ (100mV, 33 pA). (B) STM topography of a 
single H atom on graphene (0.2V, 0.1nA, 7x5nm
2
). (C) Comparison between DFT calculations for 
the local magnetic moment and occupied PDOS peak height calculated on different C atoms, see 
Sect. 4 in (27). (D) Calculated magnetic moments induced by H chemisorption. (E) Schematics of 
the graphene structure along the profile drawn in (B), green/purple balls indicating the positions 
of C atoms belonging to the same/opposite sublattice with respect to the site of the H 
chemisorption. The dotted line shows the evolution of the measured occupied peak height and the 
arrows the relative magnetic moment contribution of each C atom (see text). All experimental data 
were acquired at 5 K.  
We now focus on the interactions between the magnetic moments induced in graphene by 
neighboring H atoms. The large extension of the local magnetic moments associated with H 
chemisorption suggests that long-range magnetic interactions mediated by direct exchange should 
take place. This is different from substrate-mediated interactions such as RKKY because here the 
coupling results from direct overlap of magnetized graphene states. In addition, the critical C 
sublattice dependence observed for the spin-polarized peak implies that the magnetic coupling 
should be radically different between H atoms adsorbed on the same and different sublattices. 
Consistent with this expectation, our DFT calculations  reveal that two H atoms chemisorbed on 
the same sublattice (AA dimer) show ferromagnetic coupling with a total spin S=1, whereas for H 
atoms on different sublattices (AB dimer) the solution is non-magnetic. This result is reproduced 
for all possible H-H arrangements up to the largest distances (of ~1.5nm) achievable with our 
supercell sizes, see Fig. 3A. For a separation of 1.5 nm, the computed exchange energy for AA 
dimers is ~35 meV (Sect. 5 in (27)). Furthermore, the total energy of all H dimers studied is found 
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to be lower than that of two isolated H atoms (Fig. 3A), confirming the observed tendency of H to 
form dimers on graphene surfaces for high enough H concentrations (30-32).  
Fig. 3. Sublattice dependence of the magnetic coupling between neighboring H atoms. (A) 
Calculated total energy, relative to twice the adsorption energy of a single H atom, and magnetic 
state of a pair of H atoms adsorbed on the same (AA) and different (AB) sublattices, plotted as a 
function of the H-H distance. (B) STM image showing two different pairs of H atoms in an AA 
(purple circle) and AB (green circle) configuration (0.2V, 0.1nA, 7.8x6.6nm2). (C, D) Calculated 
STM images of the AB and AA dimer outlined in (A) and shown in (B) and the corresponding 
diagrams for H atoms (blue balls) on graphene (purple and green balls). (E, F) Experimental dI/dV 
spectra (E) and calculated DOS (F) for the AA dimer, AB dimer and clean graphene. The spectra 
were acquired at a nominal junction impedance of 8 GΩ (-400 mV, 50 pA). All experimental data 
were acquired at 5 K.  
To test this scenario experimentally, we have explored the local electronic structure of many 
different H dimers with high-resolution scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) measurements. 
The STM image in Fig. 3B shows two H dimers in AA (purple circle) and AB (green circle) 
configurations; the corresponding calculated STM images are in Figs. 3, C and D.  dI/dV spectra 
acquired on the AB dimer (green line in Fig. 3E) show a featureless LDOS indistinguishable from 
that taken on bare graphene (black), in good agreement with a non-magnetic configuration. In 
contrast, dI/dV spectra measured on the AA pair (purple), show the split-state in the vicinity of EF, 
as expected for a ferromagnetic coupling between the H atoms. As shown in Fig. 3F, our calculated 
DOS reproduce these observations confirming the ferromagnetic (non-magnetic) nature of the AA 
(AB) dimer. Again, this is a very robust result, and the dI/dV spectra of all H dimers measured 
here showed this behavior: AA dimers present a fully split-state close to EF, which is absent in AB 
dimers, see Fig. S12 in (27). Our STS data show that this sublattice dependent magnetic coupling 
persists for very long distances, even for H dimers separated by more than 1nm (Sect. 5 in (27)). 
We now demonstrate the capability of inducing magnetic moments on selected graphene regions 
by using STM to perform atomic manipulations (33-35).  We prove that individual H atoms can 
be removed, laterally moved, and even deposited on graphene surfaces with atomic precision to 
ultimately tailor their local magnetic state (see Sect. 6 in (27) for details).  Figure 4 shows two 
representative examples of such manipulation experiments where the local graphene magnetism 
was selectively switched ON and OFF. The graphene region in Fig. 4A shows two H atoms in an 
AB dimer configuration. Our STS data taken on those H atoms (Fig. 4C) show that such an AB 
dimer does not induce any magnetism on the graphene layer, in good agreement with the coupling 
rules previously discussed. Figure 4B shows the same graphene region as in Fig. 4A after the 
controlled extraction of one H atom by gently approaching the STM tip towards it. As shown in 
Fig. 4D, a spin-split state immediately emerges on the graphene layer after the H removal, 
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confirming the creation of a local magnetic moment in graphene. The insets show the 
corresponding DFT calculations of the resulting magnetic moment for each situation. Next, we 
present a lateral manipulation performed on the H dimer shown in the central region of Fig. 4E. 
Initially, the dimer was in an AA configuration with both H atoms chemisorbed on the same carbon 
sublattice. The STS spectrum for that configuration (Fig. 4G) shows the presence of a spin-split 
state, as expected from ferromagnetic coupling. In order to switch off the graphene magnetic 
moments induced by this H dimer, we turned it into a non-magnetic AB dimer by laterally moving 
one of its H atoms from one sublattice to the opposite. Figure 4F corresponds to exactly the same 
graphene region after the H manipulation (the AB dimer in the upper part of the image serves as 
reference). Our STS spectrum measured on the constructed AB dimer shows the disappearance of 
the polarized peaks indicating that local graphene magnetism was effectively switched off. 
 
 
Fig. 4. Manipulation of graphene local magnetic moments by STM. (A) STM image of an H 
dimer in an AB configuration. (B) STM image after the removal of one H atom. Insets present the 
corresponding DFT calculation for H atoms (blue balls) on graphene (purple and green balls), with 
blue arrows being the magnetic moments induced on graphene. (C, D) dI/dV spectra measured on 
the AB dimer in (A) and the single H atom in (B) respectively. The spectra were acquired at a 
nominal junction impedance of 4 GΩ (200 mV, 50 pA). (E) STM image of a H dimer in an AA 
configuration. (F) STM image after laterally moving one H atom. Insets are DFT calculations. (G, 
H) dI/dV spectra measured on the AA dimer in (E) and the AB dimer in (F) respectively. The 
spectra were acquired at a nominal junction impedance of 4 GΩ (200 mV, 50 pA). An additional 
dI/dV spectrum -better resolved in the vicinity of EF- measured on the AA dimer in (E) is shown 
in Fig. S20 in (27). (I-L) STM images showing exactly the same graphene region for different 
steps of a manipulation experiment involving a large number of H atoms (see text). The point 
defect outlined with a grey circle is used as a reference. Tunneling parameters: (0.2V, 0.1nA, 
6.5x4.0nm2) for (A,B), (0.2V, 0.1nA, 9.5x5.5nm2) for (E, F), (0.4V, 0.03nA, 28x28nm2) for (I-L). 
All experimental data were acquired at 5 K.  
Finally, we explore the possibility of selectively tuning the collective magnetic moment in a 
graphene region by inducing an imbalance between H atoms on A and B sublattices. For this 
purpose, we systematically manipulated a large number of H atoms (see Sect. 5 in (27) for more 
details). In Figs. 4I-L we present an example where we first removed all H atoms from a graphene 
region using the STM tip (Fig. 4I). Then, we selectively deposited 14 H atoms on this same region 
to reach a configuration with 7 H atoms chemisorbed on each graphene sublattice (Fig. 4J). Our 
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experimental findings and existing calculations (4, 7) indicate that a very low, if any, net magnetic 
moment is expected on this region because of this equal sublattice population. Next, by selectively 
removing all the H atoms chemisorbed on one particular sublattice B we end up in a ferromagnetic 
configuration with the 7 remaining H atoms on the same sublattice A (Fig. 4K). As a final step, 
we combined several manipulation processes to reverse the situation and construct an H 
arrangement with all the 7 H atoms chemisorbed on the opposite sublattice B (Fig. 4L). The degree 
of complexity shown in our manipulation experiments demonstrates the high reproducibility of the 
procedure, which paves the way to the realization of atomically controlled graphene magnetism 
experiments restricted so far to a pure theoretical framework. 
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Materials and Methods 
1. Sample preparation and experimental details. 
A key point of the present work is the atomistic control of the samples, which was obtained by 
performing all the preparation procedures and measurements under UHV conditions (during the 
whole process -imaging pristine graphene sample => depositing H atoms on it => and imaging it 
back- the sample was maintain in the same UHV system).  
The samples are prepared under UHV by graphitization of a 6H-SiC(000-1) surface (21, 37). The 
substrate surface is cleaned under a Si flux and subsequently annealed at 950-1000°C to get the 
6H-SiC(000-1) (3x3) surface reconstruction. Further annealing at higher temperature induces the 
growth of (rotationnaly disordered) graphene layers on this surface (21). The onset of 
graphitization is detected by LEED (37). The average number of graphene layers on the surface is 
governed by the annealing temperature/time and is controlled by Auger electron spectroscopy (21). 
A thick (more than 5 graphene layers) and thus surface neutral multilayer was grown for the studies 
reported in the body of the paper. A thinner one (average thickness of 2-3 graphene layers) whose 
surface layer is doped by interfacial charge transfer (see Sect. 3c) was prepared for studying the 
influence of the n-doping on the H induced state. Graphene p-doping was achieved after exposing 
our samples to many cycles of H dosing and further annealing (see Sect. 3c). 
We deposited atomic hydrogen following the procedure of refs (30-32), i.e. by the thermal 
dissociation of H2 on a home-made hot hydrogen atom beam source. A molecular H2 beam is 
passed through a hot W filament held at 1900K. The pristine graphene substrate is placed 10 cm 
away from the filament, held at RT during atomic H deposition and subsequently cooled down to 
5K, the temperature at which we carried out all STM/STS experiments presented here. H2 pressure 
is regulated by a leak valve and fixed to 3·10-7 torr as measured in the preparation chamber for the 
present experiments. The atomic H coverage was adjusted by changing the deposition times 
between 200-60s which corresponded to final coverages between 0.10-0.03 H atoms/nm2 (or 
equivalently, 0.0026-0.0008ML; 1ML= 38 atoms/nm2 = 3.8·1015atoms/cm2, referred to carbon 
atoms in graphene layers). 
After the H deposition the graphene surface presents several nearly identical point defects 
surrounded by threefold (3x3) patterns. The comparison of our atomically resolved STM images 
of these defects with our calculations, see Fig. S1, shows that these defects correspond to single H 
atoms chemisorbed on graphene. 
  
 Figure S1. A) STM topography of a single H atom chemisorbed on graphene (0.2V, 0.1nA, 
7x7nm
2
). B) DFT simulated STM image. C) Schematic diagram showing the corresponding H 
adsorption site (blue ball) on graphene (purple and green balls). The three lines, at 120º each, 
outlined in each panel correspond to the threefold (3x3) patterns generated on graphene by the 
H atom. All simulated images are calculated at the same energy as the corresponding experimental 
one 
As control experiments, to ensure our assignment of the nature of the new threefold bright features 
as H atoms on graphene, we repeated exactly the same preparation procedure but either with the 
W filament off (i.e. H2 pressure = 3·10
-7 torr; time =10 min, Temperature W filament =RT –the 
same holds for Tfilament < 1500K-) or without H2 gas (i.e. H2 pressure = 0 torr; time =10 min, 
temperature W filament = 1900K -we went up to Tfilament >2000K-). In both cases graphene 
samples looked identical to the pristine ones and no traces of H could be found on the substrates 
(no additional threefold bright features were detected), confirming our identification of H atoms. 
The experimental data here reported were acquired at 5K by using a home-made low temperature 
scanning tunneling microscope (LT-STM) in ultra-high vacuum (UHV) conditions (12). 
Conductance dI/dV spectra were taken both using a lock-in technique, with an ac voltage 
(frequency: 830 Hz, amplitude: 1-2 mV rms) added to the dc sample bias, and by numerical 
derivative. The data were acquired and processed using the WSxM software (36).   
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1b Identification of the atomic hydrogen chemisorption site. 
The exact atomic location of H atoms with respect to the graphene lattice can be inferred from 
STM measurements, as it is reflected in the complex R3 scattering patterns originated from them 
(25,26,38,39). Single H atoms chemisorbed on graphene exhibit a 3-fold scattering symmetry with 
the presence of three “arms” at 120º each. Thanks to this triangular symmetry, the exact 
identification of the H adsorption site becomes quite simple; it is just given by the intersection of 
the three lines which goes along the  three “arms” at 120º each generated by each H atom, see Fig. 
S1 and S2.  
n this way, when several H atoms are present (at a distance > 0.5nm), the determination of their 
relative position with respect to the graphene sub-lattice, key for the present work, becomes trivial: 
H atoms chemisorbed on different sublattices show the three arms pointing in opposite directions, 
see Figs. S2 and S13. 
Figure S2. A) Simulated STM image of a hydrogen atom chemisorbed on graphene. B) Same 
calculated image as A) with a schematic diagram of the graphene lattice superimposed. Three black 
lines are also outlined along the three “arms” at 120º each generated by each H atom to illustrate 
that their intersection identify the H adsorption site. C, D) same as A, B to show that a H atom in 
the complementary graphene sublattice has the three “arms” pointing in the opposite direction. E) 
Experimental STM image with two H atoms adsorbed on different sublattices (8.8x5.5 nm2, Vbias 
=0.4V, It=0.03nA). F) Same image as E where three black lines are outlined along the three “arms” 
at 120º each generated by each H atom identify the H adsorption site. G)  Schematic diagram 
showing the corresponding H adsorption sites (blue rings) on graphene (purple and green balls) 
for the two H atoms shown in E, F (note that the actual experimental H-H distance is much larger). 
The situation turns out a bit different for the shortest H-H distances (<0.5nm). While for H atoms 
on the same graphene sublattice (AA pairs) the three arms are always clearly observed 
independently of H-H distance, see Fig. S3A, for H atoms on different sublattices (AB pairs), at 
distances below 0.5nm, those legs are more difficult to be observed (although still possible in some 
high resolution images, not shown here). In those cases the exact H adsorption site can be inferred 
by direct comparison with DFT calculated images see Fig. S3 and Fig. 3 of the main manuscript.  
 
Figure S3. A) STM image showing different pairs of H atoms at very short H-H distances. An AA 
pair (outlined by the blue square) can be seen in the center of the image. B) Zoom in of the region 
outlined by the blue square in (A).  The three “arms” at 120º each generated by both H atoms are 
clearly visible and are used to identify both H adsorption sites. C) Schematic diagram showing the 
corresponding H adsorption sites (blue rings) on graphene (purple and green balls) for the AA pair 
shown in (B). D) Same region as in (A) after laterally moving one H atom to form an AB dimer.  
E) Calculated STM image of the AB pair outlined in (D). F) Schematic diagram showing the 
corresponding H adsorption sites (blue rings) on graphene (purple and green balls) for the AB pair 
outlined in (D). Images were acquired at: Vbias=0.2V, It=0.1 nA. 
For practical purposes, it is interesting to notice that for H-H distances <1.5nm, there is a very 
efficient way of identifying a H-H dimer as an AA or AB pair. When adsorbed on the same 
graphene sublattice (AA pairs) the apparent height measured by STM, for the same tunneling 
conditions,  is ~0.5-1 Å larger than for dimers with atoms on different sublattices (AB pairs) (this 
criterion applies for bias voltages Vbias ~100-400 mV). The main reason for this apparent height 
difference stems in the existence of a large local DOS (spin split) peak in the vicinity of EF for the 
case of the AA dimer which is absent for the non-magnetic AB dimers, see Fig. 4 (E, F) (one has 
to keep in mind that STM topography reflects the LDOS integrated from EF to Vb).  
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2 Influence of the underlying graphene layers. 
In our work, to ensure the charge neutrality of the surface graphene layer, a “thick” (5-7 graphene 
layers) multilayer graphene sample was grown. It is important then to address the question about 
the influence of the underlying graphene layers with respect to H induced magnetism. In brief, our 
experiments, supported by theoretical calculations, show a small influence of the underlying 
graphene layers which does not affect to the main results presented here (existence of a fully 
polarized spin-split state, atomically modulated spin texture of the magnetic state, interaction 
between H atoms, how to manipulate them…). 
As it is well documented in the literature, see refs (22-24) , for large rotation angles (>10 º) between 
the two upmost graphene layers, the surface graphene layer is electronically decoupled and can 
essentially be considered as a free standing graphene layer. Our experiments show that in this case 
there is only some residual influence of the underlying graphene layer in the LDOS of isolated H 
atoms, which is reflected in small variations of the relative amplitude between the empty and 
occupied peaks depending on the actual H atom we are measuring (most likely due to a different 
C-C stacking for the C atom on top of which the H is chemisorbed. For small rotation angles (<10 
º) between the two upmost graphene layers, the influence of the underlying graphene layer is a bit 
more perceptible, since the difference in the C-C stacking sequence can even modify slightly the 
peak-splitting, see Fig. S4C.  
Those results are supported by our DFT calculations, which also show that the underlying graphene 
layers have little influence with respect to H induced magnetism. As previously reported by some 
of us (40) DFT calculations show that, as in the case of isolated graphene, the adsorption of H on 
bilayer graphene or graphite also induces a magnetic moment of 1B, mainly, on the host 
monolayer. In addition, we have calculated the DOS for H atoms chemisorbed on C graphene 
atoms presenting different C-C stackings, in particular for H on top of  and  C atoms on BL 
graphene and for 13º twisted bilayer graphene. As shown in Figure S4E, all calculated spectra 
show the spin polarization of the state independently of the stacking sequence, which only affects 
to the actual value of the energy spin splitting, see Figure S4F.  
Our finding indicates the validity of our results to multi-layer graphene structures (i.e. 
independently of the stacking sequence) as long as the graphene surface remains neutral.  
 Figure S4. A) STM topography of a graphene moiré pattern arising from a  = 5.3º rotation angle 
between the two upmost graphene layers (0.2V, 50 pA, 19x8nm2). Two single H atoms 
chemisorbed on the bright (H atom A) and dark (H atom B) part of the moiré, which correspond 
to AA and AB stacking regions respectively see ref (41) and panel (D), can be observed. B) Same 
image as (A) with a schematic moiré (2.7nm periodicity,  = 5.3º) outlined to better appreciate H 
adsorption site inside the moiré. C) dI/dV spectra on each single H atom, showing the slightly 
energy difference in the splitting of the polarized peak. The spectra were acquired consecutively 
at a nominal junction impedance of 4 gigaohm (-200 mV, 50 pA). D) Illustration of a moiré pattern 
arising from a  = 5.3º rotation angle; letters indicate that H atom A is on an AA stacking region 
and H atom B is on an AB region. E,F) DFT simulated DOS (E) and energy spin splittings (F) for 
H atoms chemisorbed on graphene with different stackings.  
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3. Influence of electronic graphene doping on the spin-split state. 
3a. Anderson Impurity model. 
Here, we illustrate the influence of doping on localized magnetic moments in terms of the 
Anderson Impurity model, ref (28). This simple model contains the main ingredients required for 
an intuitive understanding of the charge tuning of magnetism in graphene after H adsorption. The 
model considers an impurity atom (described by a single electronic state “d” in the simplest case) 
in a host material (a metal with a featureless density of states). Anderson identified three important 
parameters which define the conditions for the existence or absence of localized magnetic states 
on this impurity: the energy position of the impurity level Ed with respect to the metal Fermi level 
EF, the energy width of this state (which results from its coupling with the host material), and 
the intra-atomic Coulomb repulsion U in the impurity state. Anderson introduced a 2D-phase 
diagram “to trace out the transition curve from magnetic to non-magnetic behavior”, see Fig. S5 
adapted from ref (28), with the two axes accounting for , and EF-Ed (both normalized by the 
effective Coulomb interaction U). A magnetic moments only develops when U is significantly 
larger than  (/U<1). In this case, the behavior depends on the position of EF with respect to Ed 
and Ed+U: the magnetic moment, and thus the splitting, is suppressed when Ed+U<EF or Ed>EF 
whatever the value of . For a given value (in our system  is fixed by the coupling of the H 
induced impurity states with the host graphene substrate), the transition from a magnetic state to a 
non-magnetic one can be realized via electronic doping: this would correspond to moving along a 
vertical line at a fixed /U value in the original phase diagram proposed by Anderson, see vertical 
dashed line in Fig. S5.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure S5. Regions of magnetic (grey shadow) and nonmagnetic 
(white) behaviour. Vertical dashed line outlines the magnetic-
nonmagnetic transition due to electronic doping for a fix /U = 
0.6 value, see text and Fig. S6. Figure adapted from Fig. 4 of ref 
(28). 
 
To illustrate this behavior, we plot in Figure S6 the (local) density of states for the two spin 
components of the impurity resonance (panels S6(a) to (e)) together with the splitting of the two 
spin components (central panel S6(f)) as a function of (EF-Ed). The energy of the peaks for majority 
(spin ) and minority (spin ) components of the resonance are given by E()= Ed+Un() , where 
n() are the occupation of the majority (minority) states (their splitting being U(n-n)), ref (28). 
The origin of the energy is set at the Fermi level for the plots in panels S6(a) to (e), and a value of 
/U =0.6 is chosen to mimic our dI/dV spectra measured for H monomers on neutral graphene. 
The maximum splitting of the majority and minority spin components of the impurity resonance 
(and accordingly the maximum spin imbalance n-n) is obtained for x=0.5 (Fig. S6(a)), when the 
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Fermi level is located halfway between the two  and  peaks. When the Fermi level is shifted 
upwards (x>0.5) or downwards (x<0.5) with respect to Ed, the splitting first decreases (Fig. S6(b) 
and (c)) and eventually disappears (i. e. the local magnetic moment vanishes) for large or small 
enough x values (Fig. S6(d) and (e)).  
In other words, starting from the “optimum” situation x=0.5 (maximum splitting or magnetic 
moment), doping the host material with electrons or holes will initially reduce the splitting (and 
moment) until it vanishes for sufficient strong doping. This closely resembles the behavior we 
observe for the H induced state on graphene (Fig. 1 of the main paper): the (spin) splitting is large 
for neutral graphene (when the Fermi level is located halfway between the peaks dus to the  and 
 components) and vanishes for the (strongly) doped material (notice that in graphene the energy 
position of the impurity levels follows the Dirac point position ED, ref (29), and thus the peak(s) 
remains close to the Dirac point of graphene for any doping, see Fig. 1F of the main paper and 
SOM 3c).  
The results on the influence of doping on the spin splitting obtained from the Anderson model 
(Fig. S6(f)) also resembles those of more realistic DFT calculations presented in the next section 
(Fig. S7). We thus believe that this simple and well established model provides a theoretical 
framework which allows an intuitive description of our results. 
 
Figure S6. Evolution of the peak splitting with doping according to the Anderson impurity model, 
ref (28), with /U=0.6 (this value is chosen to mimic our dI/dV spectra measured for H monomers 
on neutral graphene.). x=(EF-Ed)/U describes the doping of the host material. x= 0.5, corresponds 
to the “optimum” case for which states E↑ and E are symmetrically placed about EF. For large 
electron or hole doping of the host material, the splitting of the states (E and E) vanishes, 
corresponding to a transition to a non-magnetic state. The spin-resolved and total LDOS on the 
impurity is plotted in (a) to (e) for selected x values. The splitting between the majority and 
minority components (in units of ), as a function of doping x, is shown in (f). 
3b. DFT calculations. 
We have also analyzed the evolution of the peak splitting with graphene-doping using more 
realistic DFT calculations, see sections Sect. 7-8 for details of the methodology. DFT calculations 
corroborate the results of the Anderson impurity model, showing that the splitting of the DOS 
polarized peak and the associated magnetic moment gradually decreases as we increase the 
electron doping of the graphene layer. When we add one electron (or hole) per super-cell -and thus 
per H atom-, only one occupied peak is observed in the DOS with the system becoming non-
magnetic, see Fig. S7. Further electron (hole) doping just shifts the position of the DOS single 
peak to more negative (positive) energy values, following the change in ED position. This implies 
that the first extra-electron (hole) available in the system is used to fill-up (empty) the unpaired 
electron originated upon H chemisorption and the additional ones for overall electron (hole) 
doping. If the split-state had a different non-magnetic (i.e. “one electron”) origin, as in the case of 
the non-magnetic AB dimer shown in Fig. S8 (see also Sect. 5), we should observe a rigid variation 
of the peak positions with doping and both of them should still be observed even when the Dirac 
point is far away from EF (see Fig. S8). Our results are consistent with the case of sp
3 defects in 
graphene, where it was shown that the magnetism could be controlled by doping (15). 
 
Figure S7. (A) Calculated DOS for an H atom on graphene for different electronic dopings 
between 0 and 1.0 electrons per super-cell. (B) Calculated magnetic moment induced by the H 
atom as a function of electron-doping (C) Calculated spin-splitting induced by the H atom as a 
function of electron and hole doping.  
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 Figure S8. (A) Calculated DOS for a non-magnetic AB dimer on graphene for different electronic 
dopings of  0, 1 and 2 electrons per super-cell. A rigid shift of the two peaks in the DOS associated 
to the “bonding antibonding” states can be appreciated. (B) Calculated STM image and the 
corresponding schematic diagram showing the H adsorption sites (blue balls) on graphene (purple 
and green balls) for the AB dimer calculated in (A). 
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3c. STS experiments on doped graphene 
As explained previously in the main manuscript and sections Sect. 3A-B, the transition from a 
magnetic state to a non-magnetic one can be realized by tuning the energy position of the impurity 
level with respect to EF via graphene-doping, which can be used as an independent experimental 
proof of the magnetic nature of the H-induced graphene split-state observed in neutral graphene. 
Therefore, we also investigated the spectroscopic signature of single H atoms on electron and hole 
doped graphene layers. Due to a small charge transfer from the substrate, the first graphene layers 
grown on SiC(000-1) are known to be slightly electron doped, graphene becoming neutral from 
~5-6 layers thickness (42,43). Fig. S9A, shows 3 single H atoms adsorbed on a 3-layers thick 
graphene island on SiC(000-1). Far enough from the H atoms our STS data show a featureless V 
shape with its minimum, marking the position of ED, at -0.14eV confirming that the graphene sheet 
is electron doped, see inset of Fig S9B (we have obtained the same doping level by the analysis of 
the quasiparticle interferences (QPIs) generated in the vicinity of atomic-size impurities such as 
the H adatoms (44-46)).  STS spectra consecutively measured with the same tip on top of single H 
atoms show the appearance of a single occupied sharp peak, whose maximum is essentially located 
at the Dirac point position. 
  
Figure S9. H atoms on electron-doped graphene. (A) STM topography showing three single H 
atom chemisorbed in 3-layers thick graphene on SiC(000-1) (-0.4V, 0.04nA, 20x20nm2). (B) dI/dV 
spectra measured on single H atoms, purple curve, and clean graphene, inset. As shown in the 
inset, the graphene layer is electron doped with ED at -0.14eV.  dI/dV spectra on H atoms show a 
single occupied peak at ~ED position.   
As shown by our STS data, graphene hole-doping was achieved after exposing our samples to 
many cycles of H dosing and further annealing. Our STS data on hole-doped graphene (far enough 
from any H atom) showed a featureless V shape with its minimum, marking the position of ED, at 
positive energies. ED values between +0.02eV and +0.1eV were typically achieved. Our dI/dV 
spectra consecutively measured on H atoms chemisorbed on those hole-doped graphene layers, 
showed the appearance of a single occupied sharp peak at the Dirac point position, see Fig. S10. 
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Figure S10. H atoms on hole-doped graphene. (A, B) dI/dV spectra measured on single H atoms 
(pink curve) and clean graphene (black curve) on graphene layers with different hole-doping 
levels. The graphene layer are hole-doped with ED at +0.025eV (A) and ED at +0.050eV (A). For 
both doping levels, dI/dV spectra on H atoms show a single occupied peak at ~ED position.   
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4. Spatial extension of the spin-polarized electronic state. 
Fig. S11A shows a map of the dI/dV vs energy, measured along the 6-nm line across the H atom 
drawn in Fig. S11B. The green (purple) balls mark the position of the C atoms along the profile in 
the same (opposite) sublattice to that of the H atom. The states presents strong atomic-scale 
modulations of the peak intensities. To better appreciate this critical sublattice dependence, in Fig. 
S11C we have plotted the dI/dV curves acquired on two neighboring C atoms (m and n) belonging 
to different sublattices, which we have extracted from the vertical dashed lines outlined in the 
LDOS(x,E) map of Fig. S11A. The spin-polarized state only emerges in the C atom belonging to 
opposite (purple) sublattice showing no significant weight on the C atom from the same (green) 
sublattice. As shown in Fig. S11D, the calculated projected density of states (PDOS) for those two 
particular C atoms is in very good agreement with our experimental findings.  
The experimental dI/dV data obtained here is formed by both spin-up and spin-down contributions.  
However, since in this system the spin-split state is fully polarized, this is enough to get 
information about the relative magnetization of each graphene site. Our DFT calculations show 
that the height of the occupied LDOS peak measured on a carbon atom is very closely correlated 
with its local magnetic moment, see Figs. S11D-F. Thus, by measuring the spatial evolution of the 
dI/dV occupied peak height, we can experimentally map the spatial distribution of the local 
magnetic moment induced by the atomic H chemisorption. This is further plotted in Fig. S11G 
presenting the magnetic moment distribution along the dashed line drawn in Fig. S11B, which is 
extracted from the dI/dV(x,-10meV) horizontal dotted line outlined on the conductance map of 
Fig. S11A. Our data show that the magnetic moment is essentially induced on the carbon atoms 
belonging to the graphene sublattice opposite to H adsorption.   
 
 
Figure S11. (A)  Spatially resolved conductance map - dI/dV(x, E) - along the dashed line drawn 
in (B). Green/purple balls indicate the positions of C atoms along the profile. (B) STM topography 
of a single H atom on graphene (0.2V, 0.1nA, 7x5nm2). (C) dI/dV curves measured on the m and 
n carbon atoms outlined in (A). (D) PDOS calculated on those m and n carbon atoms. (E) 
Comparison between local magnetic moment and occupied PDOS peak height calculated on 
different C atoms. (F) Calculated magnetic moments induced by H chemisorption. (G) Schematic 
diagram of the graphene structure along the profile drawn in (B), green/purple balls indicating the 
positions of C atoms belonging to the same/opposite sublattice with respect to H chemisorption. 
The dotted line shows the evolution of the occupied peak height and the arrows the relative 
magnetic moment contribution of each C atom, see text.  
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5. H-H magnetic coupling at large distances. 
Our STS experiments show a marked difference on the LDOS associated to both type of dimers: 
AA dimers present a fully polarized state close to EF which is absent in AB dimers. Our STS data 
also show that this sublattice dependent magnetic coupling persists for H dimers separated by 
many atomic sites. To illustrate this point, we show in Fig. S12A two H atoms in AB configuration 
separated by 1.15nm, as inferred from our calculated images, see Fig. 12B. Again, our STS spectra 
showed no traces of the polarized state confirming that the AB coupling inhibits magnetism even 
at such large distances, see Figs. 12C, D with experimental and theoretical data respectively. 
We have also computed the exchange energy. The exchange energy for 2H atoms in AA sites at 
distance 14.96 Å is: Eex [(2H in AA with spin 1) – (2H in AA forced to spin 0)] = −0.0353 eV 
 
 
Figure S12. H-H coupling at large distances. (A) STM topography of an AB dimer separated by 
1.15 nm (-0.2V, 0.05nA, 10x10nm2). (B) Calculated STM image, within the Tersoff-Hamann 
approximation, and the corresponding schematic diagram showing the H adsorption sites (blue 
balls) on graphene (purple and green balls) for the AB dimer shown in (A). (C, D) Experimental 
(C) and calculated (D) DOS generated by the AB dimer and clean graphene. 
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6. Atomic H manipulation 
Choosing the appropriate tunneling parameters atomic H can be removed, laterally moved, and 
even deposited on graphene surfaces with atomic precision. The role played by the STM tip is to 
selectively modify the binding energy landscape of H atoms to produce the required H 
manipulation, see Sect. 10 for DFT calculations on the H extraction. 
To selectively remove H atoms from the graphene sample we approached the STM tip towards the 
sample. This can be done by continuously increasing, under feedback control, the setpoint 
tunneling current on top of the selected H atom until it is desorbed, or by switching the feedback 
off and slightly decreasing the tip-sample distance on top of it. It is also possible to completely 
remove all H atoms from a graphene region by imaging it at high currents. The precise tunneling 
values for the manipulation depend on each specific tip apex, but for the same tip apex those values 
are very reproducible. As a rough guide, for removing H atoms it is usually enough to approach 
the STM tip by 1-2 Å. 
The deposition of H atoms is done by applying negative sample voltages pulses. In order to deposit 
H atoms, we first need to pick them up from the graphene surface, so the tip can act as an H 
reservoir. Then by applying negative sample voltages pulses the H atoms are deposited on the 
selected graphene region under the tip position (see Fig. S13). Again, the voltage threshold for H 
deposition might vary from tip to tip, but values of around -5 V are usually enough for H 
deposition. 
Finally, small positive sample voltages enable the lateral manipulation of H atoms.  
 
  
  
Figure S13. Raw STM data showing the same image as in Fig. 4J of the main manuscript 
represented at larger size. It shows 14 H atoms that we selectively deposited on a clean graphene 
region to reach a final configuration with 7 H atoms chemisorbed on each graphene sublattice as 
outlined by green and purple triangles. The gray circle on the left hand-side outlines a sub-surface 
defect. Image size 28x28 nm2, Vbias =0.4V, It=0.03nA. 
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7. Theoretical methodology H on graphene  
The hexagonal lattice of graphene is formed by carbon atoms which are connected by means of 
sp2 hybridized orbitals. This electronic structure results in three σ orbitals contained in the 
graphene plane forming 120o angles between each other and one π orbital in the axis perpendicular 
to the graphene.  
For the Hydrogen atom to be chemisorbed, the π bonds need to be broken to form a new σ bond. 
The physical mechanism which allows such a transition is the local deformation of the 
crystallographic structure by a carbon atom moving out of the graphene plane, thus transforming 
the sp2 hybridization to a local sp3 hybridization (17,18). 
      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure S14. DFT atomic model of the 
hydrogen atom chemisorption on graphene. 
 
 
In order to study the geometrical and electronic structure of the different defects in graphene we 
use the first principles density functional (47, 48) SIESTA code (49, 50) which uses localized 
orbitals as basis functions (51). We use a double  basis set, non-local norm conserving 
pseudopotentials and for the exchange correlation functional we use the local density 
approximation (LDA). The results have being checked with generalized gradient approximation 
(GGA) (52) calculations. The calculations are performed with stringent criteria in the electronic 
structure convergence (down to 10-5 in the density matrix), 2D Brillouin zone sampling (up to 1600 
k-points), real space grid (energy cut-off of 400 Ryd) and equilibrium geometry (residual forces 
lower than 3X10-2 eV/Å). Due to the rapid variation of the density of states at the Fermi level, we 
used a polynomial smearing method (53). 
To study defects we use the super cell approximations in the way that we end up with an interaction 
between defects in the repeated unit cell. To minimize this interaction we use unit cells of different 
size and, in addition, we use "skewed" unit cells in a way that the lattice vector do not coincide 
with graphene symmetry directions therefore interactions along the zig-zag and armchair chains 
of atoms are minimized, see Fig. S15.  
 Figure S15. Simulated STM image, within the Tersoff-Hamann approximation, of a hydrogen 
atom in a 218 atoms graphene unit cell. The atomic model is superimposed to outline the (5,7) 
“skewed" character of the unit cell.  
  
8. Band structure and density of states calculated by DFT. 
In Fig. S16 we show the results of a non spin-resolved calculation of one hydrogen atom in a 218 
atoms graphene unit cell. We immediately realize the existence of an essentially half occupied 
extremely narrow peak at the Dirac point.  The charge transfer between hydrogen and graphene 
being of the order of a few hundredths of electron.  
Results of the corresponding spin resolved calculations are shown in Fig. S17. We immediately 
notice the spin-up spin-down splitting of the hydrogen- induced state at the Dirac point. In the fully 
relaxed geometry, not only the carbon atom, which binds directly to the hydrogen one, but the 
three surrounding ones move up to favor the process. The Carbon-Hydrogen distance becomes 
1.20 Å, with the central carbon moved 0.35 Å upwards and the three surrounding around 0.08 Å. 
The sp3 hybridization advantages the elongation of the hydrogenated graphene, and thus the lift of 
the Carbon atoms, see Fig. S14. The calculated adsorption energy of the Hydrogen on graphene 
being around 1 eV. 
 
Figure S16. Non spin-resolved band structure (left panel) and density of states (right panel) of a 
hydrogen atom in a 218 atoms graphene unit cell (Fig. S8). The horizontal dotted line indicates the 
Fermi energy. A small (0.025 eV) gaussian broadening is included in the density of states for 
presentation purposes. The dash line indicates the defect free graphene results. 
 Figure S17. Spin-resolved band structure (left panel) and density of states (right panel) of a 
hydrogen atom in a 218 atoms graphene unit cell. Solid and broken lines indicate spin up and spin 
down states respectively. The horizontal dotted line indicates the Fermi energy. A small (0.025 
eV) gaussian broadening is included in the density of states for presentation purposes.  
  
9. Energy spin-splitting dependence with unit cell size. 
We have studied how the spin-up spin-down peaks splitting depends on the size of the super-cell 
used in the calculation and therefore on the localization of the hydrogen induced state at the Fermi 
level as well as on the parasitic interaction between adjacent cells. Results of the calculations are 
shown in Fig. S18. We notice that, as expected, ref (4), the splitting decreases with the size of the 
super-cell. As the size of the super-cell increases the state is more delocalized, the effective 
electron-electron interaction U decreases and the energy splitting of the state is smaller (see the 
sketch of Figure 1-A of the main text). We have performed the calculations with super-cell sizes 
up to a 26x26- (1352+1 atoms).The results indicate that the energy splitting extrapolates to a finite 
non-zero value. 
 
Figure S18. Super-cell calculation of the energy splitting between spin up and spin down peaks 
and its dependence on the distance between hydrogen atoms in adjacent cells. 
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10. Pt tip manipulation of H 
To understand why a Pt STM tip can perform the manipulations shown in Fig. 4 of the main 
manuscript, we have carried out DFT calculations for a model system as the one shown in Fig. 
S19 where a pyramidal Pt tip approaches a H atom adsorbed on graphene.  The calculated 
adsorption energy of a H atom on the Pt tip apex is around 2.8 eV. Because of the difference 
between the adsorption energy for H on graphene (around 1 eV) and that on the Pt  tip, it can be 
inferred that H prefers to adsorb on the Pt tip, the only obstacle being the desorption barrier. This 
barrier can be suppressed by approaching progressively the tip to the deposited H. Figure S19 
shows the evolution of the binding energy curve of the H atom in between the tip and graphene. 
When the tip gets closer both adsorption energy minima merge at some point. When retracting the 
tip, the desorption barrier builds up again, but now with the H adsorbed on the Pt tip (see also 
movie S1). The blue and red arrows indicate the spin density on the atoms as in the main text. The 
Pt tip apex also develops a magnetic moment, but we have not depicted it for clarity.  
 
The manipulation of H with the Pt tip has been modelled through the DFT+ Green’s function 
methodology as implemented in ANT.G (54-56). The DFT part in this code is performed by 
Gaussian (57).  Only the electrons from the 5s2, 5p6, 5d9 and 6s1 shells of Pt were treated explicitly, 
while the shells below these were replaced by Effective Core Potentials (ECP), as is the case of 
the LanL2DZ basis set in the Gaussian code. In the case of H, the same type of basis set reproduces 
the complete electronic structure without the need of ECP potentials. Finally, the bonding Carbon 
atom was treated with the complete basis set LanL2DZ describing the six electrons, while the other 
carbon atoms were described by the minimum basis set CRENBS in which only the 2s2 and 2p2 
shells are treated explicitly, with the others replaced by an ECP potential. The functional used was 
BLYP, which typically leads to proper results for covalent and metallic bonds in both organic and 
metallic elements. The functional used was BLYP (58) , which typically leads to proper results for 
covalent and metallic bonds in both organic and metallic elements, complemented with dispersion 
forces through the GD3 Grimme implementation (59). 
 
 Figure S19. DFT calculation of the evolution of the binding energy of the H atom in between the 
tip and graphene as a function of tip-sample distance. See movie S1 for the complete sequence. 
 11. dI/dV spectrum on the AA dimer of figure 4E in the vicinity of EF 
Experimental dI/dV spectra shown in Fig. 4 were measured, with identical tunneling conditions, 
immediately before and after the H manipulation. Particular care was taken to ensure that the 
STM tip DOS remained unmodified during the manipulation procedure, the main goal being to 
show the emergence or disappearance of a spin-split state on the graphene layer after the H 
manipulation. Figure S20 shows a dI/dV spectrum measured on the same AA dimer as in Fig. 4E, 
with higher resolution in the vicinity of EF, revealing a double occupied peak (at negative bias) 
as in Figure 3E. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure S20. Experimental dI/dV spectra for the AA dimer 
shown in Fig. 4E of the main manuscript. The spectra was 
acquired at a nominal junction impedance of 8 GΩ (-400 
mV, 50 pA) at 5 K. 
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Movie S1 
This movie shows the complete sequence for the DFT calculation of the evolution of the binding 
energy of the H atom in between the tip and graphene as a function of tip-sample distance.  
 
